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The Vision

Imagine a world where your cloud users 
have a single portal with a catalog of pre-
configured, pre-accredited cloud stacks 
to select from – no more compliance 
issues from a user spinning up a non-
approved instance using their purchase 
card. Whenever you’re asked how much 
you are spending on your multiple cloud 
service providers, what if you had a 
single pane of glass into spend across 
all of your cloud ecosystem, instead of 
sifting through quotes, confusing bills, 
and individual reports?  When a mission 
critical business service you provide is 
degraded or completely down, wouldn’t 
it have been nice if you could have seen 
the issue before it impacted your mission?  
With the multitude of development, 
testing, staging, and production instances 
across your ecosystem, you should be 
able to validate that you are keeping 
instances running at optimal times to guard 
against excessive costs for unnecessary 
hosting.  Today’s government cloud 
leaders need a one-stop shop “command 
center” to provide total visibility into 
the enterprise – from on-premise, to 
public and private clouds –allowing your 
organization to respond quickly to audits, 
operate at optimal cloud utilization levels, 
and tightly govern your organization’s 
ecosystem to avoid cloud sprawl.

Improve Cloud Visibility, 
Health, and Optimization
Accenture Cloud Platform 
for Government   | 

The Business Challenge 

Cloud-based technologies are now widely 
adopted across the public sector and 
government organizations are beginning 
to realize significant cost savings in 
taking a “cloud first” approach.  With the 
proliferation of cloud adoption comes 
an influx of multiple cloud platforms 
and service providers. While the cost 
savings of moving from a predominantly 
on-premise architecture to the cloud are 
significant, it introduces a new challenge 
of effectively managing your new hybrid 
ecosystem of on-premise and cloud 
technologies.

Am I overpaying for cloud 
technology usage?

How healthy are my mission 
and business services?

Can I quickly and easily get 
the cloud resources I need?

Are we compliant with 
our cloud policies?



Introducing Accenture Cloud 
Platform for Government | 

ACP4Gov is a turnkey cloud management 
managed service provided by Accenture and 
powered by ServiceNow. ACP4Gov enables 
you to control cloud resources and provides 
complete end-to-end visibility into how 
cloud services are provisioned, who is using 
them and for what purpose, the current 
health of your cloud environments, security 
incidents across your ecosystem, and 
consolidates the overall cost of your hybrid 
cloud operations (on-premise, public, and 
private cloud) into a centralized dashboard.

Based on your organization’s cloud policies 
and approved technologies, ACP4Gov 
provides an intuitive self-service portal 
with access to pre-built stacks of cloud 
technology that have been approved 
for use. Through workflow automation, 
requests for new environments are 
routed through your approval chains 
and automatically provisioned upon 
final approval. 24x7 monitoring provides 
visibility into overall health, usage, and 
security of your environments, while your 
executives gain access to a cloud financials 
dashboard with holistic cost reporting 
across all cloud service providers.

 
Why ACP4Gov?

We Know Cloud – With Accenture, your 
organization will get the business benefits 
of cloud faster. We have the people, 
processes and technology to unravel the 
complexities of cloud migration – and 
optimize your assets after launch. With 
60,000+ cloud professionals, 20,000+ cloud 
projects completed with 75% of the Global 
Fortune 100, and over 1.6 million workloads 
migrated, we have the level of experience 
needed to run at enterprise-scale. Many 
organizations offer cloud migration and 
management services. However, Accenture 
is a leading integrator for Amazon Web 
Services, Microsoft Azure and ServiceNow, 
and has been recognized as the leader for 
Cloud Infrastructure Managed Services, 
Cloud Professional Services and Cloud 
Enablement Services by industry analysts 
at Gartner, IDC, and Everest. Our vendor-
agnostic approach is key to helping us 
deliver a tailored cloud management 
experience for your organization.

The executive cloud homepage provides 
real-time insight into utilization, overall 
health, and enterprise spend on cloud 
technologies.

The ACP4Gov cloud service catalog 
governs access to pre-approved 
technology stacks, with access granted to 
only those who have a need to provision. 

“You can’t just say, ‘Hey, we’re 
going to the cloud.’ You say, 
‘Let’s bring in Accenture.’” 

– Jim Cramer, Host, CNBC Mad Money



Agility – Quickly respond 
to changing cloud policies 
abcdefgghijk

Speed – Deliver cloud services 
quickly, one organization saw 
time to provision decrease 
from 3 days to just 1 hour with 
ServiceNow Cloud Management

The Outcomes

Cloud Control – Transparency 
into cloud user access, 
utilization, and cost

Cost Savings – Optimize your 
cloud usage model and only 
pay for what you need

Compliance – Only allow your users 
to provision stacks that align with 
your policies; align with federal 
government Cloud Smart Strategy

Why ACP4Gov?

Pre-Built Solution – Accenture understands 
the unique complexities of the federal 
environment, and we have designed and 
developed an optimal solution for your 
cloud management journey with:

• Integrations
• Consolidated billing and financial
• Unified platform

 
Empowering your organization to hit the 
ground running on day one, tailoring a pre-built 
delivery asset versus starting from scratch.

Fit for Federal – Accenture has delivered 
cloud services to 30+ federal government 
agencies and took years of government 
cloud experience into account when building 
ACP4Gov. Our service offering is adaptable 
such that it can be offered as-a-service in 
ServiceNow’s FedRAMP High accredited 
cloud environment or deployed on-premise 
or in the private cloud of your choosing.

Developed in Partnership with ServiceNow  
ACP4Gov is the only cloud management 
solution for government that has been 
designed and developed in collaboration 
between a systems integrator and ServiceNow. 
This partnership gives Accenture and its 
clients the unique ability to work closely with 
ServiceNow to drive the product roadmap 
for future features, enabling customers to 
continue to use out-of-box functionality 
and minimize customization costs.

Designed for Today – Ready for Tomorrow 
ACP4Gov was built using out-of-the-box 
configurations, not custom code, and 
includes integrations with the leading cloud 
technologies used by government and private 
industry. The solution comes with an artificial 
intelligence component for proactive and 
intelligent IT operations management–should 
you wish to utilize the capability. ACP4Gov is 
sustainable, upgradable, and built with an open 
architecture. This allows you to inherit future 
cloud management innovations and connect 
with additional technologies downstream.
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